




















 





  



 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLA ST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLA ST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  ASP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL A STI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 
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PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLA ST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLA ST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  ASP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 
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PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLA ST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLA ST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  ASP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 



 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!
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PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLAST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLAST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  A SP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLA ST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 

 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLAST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLAST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL A STI  54 0  ASP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 

380.

 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLAST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLAST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  A SP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 



 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -  √ √ √ 

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional √ √ 

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

  PLAST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLAST I  1 10 0   ↑  
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

↑  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLA ST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLA ST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  ASP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 

 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLAST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLAST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  ASP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 

 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -     

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional   

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

 PLAST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLAST I  1 10 0    
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  

  PL ASTI  54 0  ASP  
TMON54 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Fully automatic professional laminator.  
Compact structure, safety and reliability thanks to international brands of electrical and photovoltaic parts like: 
SCHNEIDER, OMRON etc.  
Automatic paper feeder adopts oil-free vacuum pump to feed paper automatically using BECKER pump. 
High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating system, which has excellent 
performance to temperature control.  
Pneumatic pressuring system provides automatically stable pressure to guarantee good laminating quality. 
Pneumatic reel holder for fast releases of film roll and more accurate positioning. 
Anti-curvature device: when going though the anti-curvature device, the laminated paper shall be leveled at 
once and won't curve again after cut. 
Pneumatic cutting system realizes automatic paper cut. 
After cut, the laminated paper will be sent automatically 
to vibrating receiving table and be put into order. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 PLASTI  350  FR  
DPG350SM 
Friction fed automatic roll 
laminator 
Single or double side automatic roll 
laminator ideal for single side cover 
lamination and encapsulation with 
films from 25 up to 250 microns.  
Friction feeder with adjustable 
speed and delay will let you 
perfectly adjust sheets overlapping 
for precise trimming. Adjustable de-
curling bar provides a flat results on 
single side laminations and the 
perforating device installed on top 
of upper roll allow an easy and 
clean manual separation of single 
side laminated sheets.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this 
process even more automatic and 
efficient. 

PLAST I  3 50 ASP   
DPG350ASPM 

Suction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single or double side automatic 
laminator. 
Automatic high pile suction feeder 
with adjustable speed and delay will 
let you process any kind of paper 
(glossy also!) with a precise sheet to 
sheet overlapping for faster and 
accurate trimming operations. 
Adjustable de-curling bar provides a 
flat result on single side laminations 
and the perforating device installed on 
top of upper lamination roll allow an 
easy and clear cut manual separation 
after single side laminating.  
The optional bursting unit can be 
installed in order to make this process 
even more automatic and more time 
efficient up to a production of 270 
sheets (DIN A3) per hour. 

 

OPTIO NAL   
DPG350REF 

Automatic separation unit 
Modular tear off separator unit to be 
installed on Plasti 350 machine (both 
FR and ASP). This system allows an 
accurate sheet separation in case of 
single side lamination. The lamination 
process is now  fully automated! 

High pile suction feeder 
Can load up to 12 cm of 
printed paper. 
Adjustable air separation, 
feeding thickness  and 
suction power make this 
feeder the best choice for 
your needs of flexibility and 
cost effectiveness. 

Pneumatic reel holder  > 
Professional reel holder makes 

loading operation faster and 
guarantees perfect film 

tensioning.  

<  Automatic overlapping  
Accurate automatic overlapping 
system just require the operator 
to feed in the sheets and keep 
the pace of the machine. 

Control over all the process  > 
Complete control on all the 

settings for perfect result 
whatever finishing you need is 

made possible through the user 
friendly interface. 

  PL ASTI  52 0  XP  
TMON52 
Friction fed automatic roll laminator 
Single side professional laminator with manual feeding system and  
automatic overlapping and sheets tear-off. 
Chrome plated laminating roll with high performance and stable heating 
system, accurate temperature sensor and pneumatic pressure.  
Maximum paper width input: 52 cm can be laminated up to 20 meters 
per minute.  
Manual feed on conveyor belt and automatic overlapping with easy 
adjustment from touchscreen. 
Professional reel holder with air spindle, for quick unhook device and 
braking clutch system for optimal film tensioning.  
Micro-adjustable de-curling bar allow a perfect flatness of the laminated 
sheet whatever paper or film used. 
Memory function for paper length measuring and counter are available 
in the user-friendly software. 
If front and back lamination is needed, just feed the sheets on opposite 
side in a second operation in order to make the overall process faster, 
safer and more precise.  
Air compressor included. 

<  Designed to be fast 
All technical details are designed in 
order to make lamination fast and 
precise avoiding  film ripping even 
at max speed. 

…LAMINATING SOLUTIONS FROM SHORT-RUN TO MASS PRODUCTION. 

PRODUCTION! 

Suction feeder 
Thank to Becker and 
precise mechanical 
engineering this unit can 
feed sheets up to 
30mt/min. 



 

 No matter what your laminating need is…  MAMO will satisfy it!

 

   TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
PLASTI  330  PLASTI  635  

PLASTI  
1100  

PLASTI  350 FR /  
PLASTI  350 ASP  

PLAST 520 
XP 

PLASTI  540 
ASP 

Max paper input (mm) 360 665 1100 350 x 650 520 540 
 

Max working width 
(mm) 330 635 1050 340 500 540 

Min paper width (mm) - - - 180 x 180 260 290 

Max thickness  5mm 5mm 8mm 350gsm / 350gsm 500gsm 500gsm 

Maximum temp. 170° C 170° C 170° C 170° C 130° C 130° C 

Heating system Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements 

Heating 
elements Heating elements Heating 

elements Oil heating 

Rollers diameter (mm) 45 55 74 45 165 200 

Max working speed 0.6 mt/min 0.6 mt/min 2 mt/min 2.4 mt/min 20 mt/min 30 mt/min 

Feeding manual manual manual Friction / suction manual suction 

Auto overlap  -   -   -  √ √ √ 

Automatic Separation  -   -   -  Optional / Optional √ √ 

Power consumption 700 W 1.8 kW 2.7 kW 1.1 kW 7.5 kW 15 kW 

Weight (kg) 28 38 155 42 + 20 (stand) 600 1000 

  PLAST I  3 30  
DPG330M 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Reel laminator with warmed rollers to be used both with hot 
and cold films and either for single or double side lamination.  
Perfectly flat single side lamination is guaranteed by adjustable 
anti curling device.  
1000mt BOPP film rolls can be installed on the upper support 
for bigger laminating volume and time optimization. 
Independent control of heating on lower roll for single side 
lamination, adjustable film tension with side clutch, long lasting 
silicone rollers for better heat distribution and manual roller 
pressure adjustment. 
Two front warmed rollers with infrared resistors controlled by a 
micro processing system which allows a better heat distribution 
will do the lamination work while other two cold rolls on the 
exit side will improve the quality of lamination thanks their  
additional pressure.  

PLAST I  1 10 0   ↑  
DPG1100 
Hot and cold roll laminator 
Wider version of PLASTI 635 to be used also for professional cold laminating 
thanks to it’s rolling up kit for waste liner storage and faster operations.  
Maximum thickness is increased to 8 mm in order to allow mounting operations of 
light boards. The sturdy pressure system will keep it nice and easy. 
Cooling fans and an addition pair of cold roller makes hot lamination effect simply 
perfect. 
Reels with internal mandrel of mm 25, 57 or 75 can be used! 

<  Easy setting   
Simple and intuitive control 
panel requires no training and 
gives access to all  working 
options.   

High rollers opening  > 
Plasti 1100 laminator can easily 
turn to a panel mounting 
machine thanks to a maximum 
working thickness of 8mm 

<  XXL reel holder   
Extra large laminating rolls (up to 1000mt BOPP film) can be 
installed on the upper support for intensive use!   

↑  Anti-curl bar   
Simple but effective anti-curl bar let you obtain 
perfectly flat laminated result. Ready for the next 
finishing operation!   

<  Liner retractor   
Your cold laminating operations 
are made easier thanks to the 
liner retractor. Nothing will stop 
your continuous laminating 
process!  



  
  
  

                    










               
      
         
       













   

   




